


OBJECTIVES

1. Recognize the characteristics of each of the 5 Voices

2. Celebrate what your Voice brings to those around you

3. Learn the powerful impact your foundational Voice can have on others

4. Learn practical tools in relation to your voice order

5. Learn how to use your Voice to optimize your contribution

Discover Your Leadership Voice



LEAD
Organizations Where Everyone Wants to 

Work

BUILD Leaders Worth Following

BECOME A Leader Worth Following

Help people…

MISSION: WHAT DO WE DO?



THE CORE

Source: Inspired by Travis Bradberry & Jean Greaves, Emotional Intelligence 2.0

IQ

COMPETENCY

EQ

CONNECTIVITY

PQ

SELF-AWARENESS

THE
CORE

Some context



Knowing yourself more and more is a journey. BRIEFLY 

share with your group what your experience has been with 

personality / style / strengths assessments.

Did taking the 5 Voices Assessment offer any surprises? 

Or mostly confirming things you knew?

In breakouts of 3-4 each… 

5-6 Minutes

DISCUSSION



D ISCOVERING YOUR

LEADERSHIP VOICE



5 VOICES



5 VOICES | ASSUMPTIONS
Discover Your Leadership Voice

1. Our “Voice” is made up of all 5 Voices

2. Some Voices are more natural to us than others

3. Maturity allows us to value the contribution each Voice brings

4. Nature, nurture and choice have all played a part

5. Don’t assume you know what someone else’s Foundational Voice is

6. Don’t assume you know what each word means



5 VOICES
Discover Your Leadership Voice

Nurturer
Champion of People, relational harmony, and 

values.

h2



NURTURER

• Values and people first…

• Genuinely care for others 

• ROI = People Impact

• Change is harder

• "Has this really been thought through?"

• Underappreciate their own value



THE NURTURER

Nurturer
CHAMPION OF

People, relational harmony, and values

WATCH OUT FOR

Nurturers naturally avoid conflict and often 

won’t speak out; beware of silence

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM

Let them speak first, affirm their competence 

and the genuine value of their contribution

VOICE 

VOLUME

POPULATION 43%

Discover Your Leadership Voice



5 VOICES
Discover Your Leadership Voice

CREATIVE
Champion of future ideas, innovation, and 

organizational integrity
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CREATIVE

• Conceptual architects 

• “Early warning radar system”

• Innovating, “can do”

• “They didn’t understand”

• Perfectionists



THE CREATIVE

Creative
CHAMPION OF

Future ideas, innovation, and organizational 

integrity

WATCH OUT FOR

Creatives can struggle to communicate 

effectively and have idealist perfectionist 

tendencies

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM

Don’t judge them on what they say first, help 

them communicate their ideas. Let them know 

it’s ok to be wrong sometimes

VOICE 

VOLUME

POPULATION 9%
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5 VOICES
Discover Your Leadership Voice

GUARDIAN
Champion of due diligence, resources, and 

efficient systems and processes
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GUARDIAN

• Great questions, lots of them

• “Here’s how we’ve done it”

• On time, on budget

• Naturally risk averse

• “Can we afford this?"

• Stickler for details



THE GUARDIAN

Guardian

CHAMPION OF

Due diligence, resources, and efficient systems 

and processes

WATCH OUT FOR

Guardians are naturally more risk averse, can 

be seen as negative and bring excessive 

critique

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM

Welcome their challenging critique and 

commitment to due diligence

VOICE 

VOLUME

POPULATION 30%
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5 VOICES
Discover Your Leadership Voice

CONNECTOR
Champion of relational networks, internal 

collaboration, and effective communication
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CONNECTOR

• “We can do this!”

• “I’ve got a guy”

• “She’s a good friend”

• “I connected them”

• People-pleasing tendencies

• Critique is harder



THE CONNECTOR

Connector
CHAMPION OF

Relational networks, internal collaboration, and 

effective communication

WATCH OUT FOR

Connectors always interpret challenge of their 

ideas as personal

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM

Give them time to share their ideas and 

passions, appreciate before you critique

VOICE 

VOLUME

POPULATION 11%
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5 VOICES
Discover Your Leadership Voice

PIONEER
Champion of strategic vision, results, and 

problem-solving
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PIONEER

• Shaping the future

• “Get in line, get on board!”

• Driver: Winning

• First criteria? Competence

• “We will do this”

• Can be dismissive



THE PIONEER

Pioneer
CHAMPION OF

Strategic vision, results-focused, and problem-

solving

WATCH OUT FOR

Pioneers can lack sensitivity, can be unwilling 

to listen, and be perceived as arrogant

HOW TO EMPOWER THEM

Don’t worry - they empower themselves, just 

affirm their competence

VOICE 

VOLUME

POPULATION 7%

Discover Your Leadership Voice



Self Leadership starts with knowing 

yourself… Name a key strength and a key 

challenge for your foundational voices

5 Minutes

DISCUSSION



Weapons and Triggers

5 VOICES



NURTURER - THE TRIGGERS

• You feel taken for granted

• You are not heard 

• Your values are being ignored 

• People you care about are being treated unfairly

The Power of Your Voice

?



CREATIVE - THE TRIGGERS

• Values you hold dear are being ignored or 

trampled on

• People you feel responsible for are being treated 

badly

• Someone breaks a promise to you

The Power of Your Voice

?

• Incompetence and inefficiency

• Arrogance

• People appearing to dismiss your ideas

• Exaggeration of the truth



GUARDIAN - THE TRIGGERS
The Power of Your Voice

• Lack of trust in others credibility

• Unnecessary risk taking

• Unresponsive arrogance

• When illogical people appear incompetent

?



CONNECTOR - THE TRIGGERS
The Power of Your Voice

• People taking credit for your work

• People not recognizing the validity of your ideas

• You sense people aren’t for you

• People aren’t willing to collaborate 

?



PIONEER - THE TRIGGERS
The Power of Your Voice

• Perceived incompetence in others

• People challenging your competence

• People threatening your vision

• Time wasting

?



Insights

5 VOICES



NURTURER | SELECT TWO

1. When you speak, you represent 43% of people – your views and opinions truly matter.

2. People see you as a highly skilled professional – it’s time you started to believe that.

3. People chose you to lead because they believe in you – act knowing that you belong.

4. Learn to challenge the views of other voices in your team when you believe they are 
wrong.

5. Embrace change and help lead it – don’t be passive and function as a victim of it.

6. People trust your judgment and genuinely want to hear your opinion – use that as a 
springboard for influence. You can speak the truth with kindness.

7. When people challenge your views and opinions, they are trying to help – remember that 
it’s not a personal attack.

8. Pioneers are not as insensitive and arrogant as you might think – they just see the world 
differently than you.



CREATIVE | SELECT TWO

1. Learn to celebrate the win even if the result wasn’t quite as perfect as you hoped.

2. When members of your team critique your vision and ask for the details, they are genuinely 
trying to help.

3. Don’t play it safe – give yourself permission to think outside the conventional.

4. It’s okay to be wrong sometimes – it comes with the territory of creativity and imagination.

5. What you see as an imminent opportunity or threat may actually be further away than you think.

6. Financial realities are important – good enough may have to be good enough sometimes.

7. People are not deliberately ignoring your ideas – it’s hard to truly hear a Creative.

8. You don’t have to prove your worth to teammates – relax and trust the unique contribution you 
bring.



GUARDIAN | SELECT TWO

1. How you communicate is important (volume & sensitivity) – it’s possible for you to be right & 
wrong at the same time.

2. Learn to value the future-oriented voices – they drive innovation and progress.

3. Sometimes goal posts move on projects and it’s not anyone’s fault.

4. Learning to compromise is a healthy part of team life.

5. Be careful – constantly driving yourself and your team will eventually lead to burnout and 
resentment.

6. Take time to invest in your key relationships today – you are not defined by tasks and 
achievement alone.

7. Your team knows you are competent – do they know you care?

8. Networking events and social media platforms are not a waste of time.



CONNECTOR | SELECT TWO

1. When people reject your idea, it’s not as personal as it sometimes feels.

2. Hinting at your frustrations with teammates does not guarantee anyone has truly heard you.

3. People will critique your ideas – try and avoid becoming overly defensive too soon.

4. It’s okay to be you – when you believe something passionately, never be afraid to share it.

5. When you speak, complete your sentences and stay focused on one idea at a time.

6. Be consistent in your external communication – avoid the temptation to sell to 
individuals ahead of the meeting.

7. Be intentional and take time to think through how you can create a culture where other voices 
can bring their best.

8. Be patient with those whose due diligence process is rigorous, painful, and 
time-consuming.



PIONEER | SELECT TWO

1. Beware of the intellectual superiority complex – you don’t have all the best ideas; sometimes 
you are actually wrong.

2. Take time to truly hear the views and opinions of others on the team.

3. Beware of the power of your voice – in a moment of frustration you can do a lot of damage to 
others.

4. Only 7% of people view the world through your eyes – remember winning is not the driving 
motivation for most people.

5. Your team knows you are competent – they are not convinced you know anything about them 
or their life outside of work.

6. Find a Nurturer and ask them to mentor you in how they see the world.

7. Take time each day to encourage someone who doesn’t deserve it.

8. If you are wrong, fight your initial instinct to justify your decision and deflect blame
– you will earn respect and influence if you own up to your mistakes.



PRACTICAL

TOOLS



KNOW YOURSELF TO LEAD YOURSELF

KNOW

YOURSELF

LEAD

YOURSELF
REALITY ACTIONS

CONSEQUENCES

TENDENCIES
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HAVE YOU EVER EXPERIENCED A

LEADER WHO…



PROTECT
Culture of Entitlement

and Mistrust

LIBERATE
Culture of Empowerment

and Opportunity

ABDICATE
Culture of Apathy

and Low Expectation

DOMINATE
Culture of Fear

and Manipulation

High Support

Low Support

Low Challenge High Challenge

SUPPORT CHALLENGE MATRIX
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5 CIRCLES OF INFLUENCE

I N T E N T I O N A L

A C C I D E N T A L h10



What are others in your circles of influence 

experiencing from you? Liberation? 

Protection? Domination? Abdication?

Will you ask for feedback?

5 Minutes

REFLECTION



LIBERATOR MINDSET
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PROVISIONAL PLAN PROMISE
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Which tool gave the biggest ‘Aha’ for you?  

What would be an immediate action you 

could take to act on your insight?

5 Minutes



Key Reminders About Your Journey Ahead

5 Minutes

WRAPPING UP


